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Observation

When exploring a new place,  travelers often carry a camera

Most Travelers tend to carry their cameras by hand or over the 
shoulder 

    

Source: www.dpreview.com/forums/thread/4006548



Problem

Travel Jackets are cumbersome when not being worn and 
provide little to no security for safely carrying a camera 

    



Project FOCUS

Design a travel jacket that will adapt to changing scenarios 
throughout each day and provide added security for a camera 
 

 

    

Jacket Requirements: 

I.    Securely carry a digital camera 
II.   Adapt to changing weather conditions 
III.  Seamlessly blend into any social situation
IV.  Functional Storage Capability  



RECON&SENSE 

    

/rəˈkänəsəns/

Specificationss: 

I.    Convertible Travel Jacket: (Jacket to Shoulder sling)
II.   Camera mounting straps  

III.  Weather Resistant   



Initial Idea 



Development 



Target Buyer

Outgoing Millennial Male 

Age: 20-35

Lives in: Large Metropolitan city 

Interested in:  Travel, photography, and local exploration 

Enjoys: Art galleries, restaurants, breweries, lounges & coffee 

Owns a: Camera, bicycle, German sports car, and an iPhone

Prefers:  Quality / craftsmanship over quantity and price

Is not:  Afraid to step out of his comfort zone



Items carried by user 



User Scenarios









Dual Functionality | Convert jacket to Bag
 



Jacket Converts to Shoulder Bag Jacket to Shoulder Bag 

1. 2.    Pull straps out of pocket 3.    Compress sleeves inwards 

4.    Fold lower section upwards 5.   Fold top section down-
wards &

6.   Fold top section towards &
          lock magnetic fasteners



Items carried by user 
Camera Strap Anchor points

Anchor points allow the user to secure their camera onto their body while wearing RECON&SENSE jacket 



Magnetic Fastners 

Fidlock  
magnetic slide tabs  

Camera remains fastened
onto jacket

Simply slide to unlock

Magnetic fasteners attract and self lock, able to 
withstand up to 150*lbs of pulling force 



Shoulder Straps

Fidlock fastener

Fabric strap cover protects webbing and is padded 
to provide comfort when wearing a backpack  

Overhang allows user to wear a backpack with ease

Shoulder straps allow user to secure their camera onto 
their body. The unique fidlock fasteners provide a simple 
to use slide release. The magnetized fasteners attract to 



Velcro Patch 

Embossed branded arm patch

Water resistant zippers Adjustable cuffs

Integrated Hood

Contrast Passport
Pocket

Design Overview   

Magnetic Straps 



Rear pouch
Main compartment in bag 

Design Overview   

Hood storage compartment 



Easy Access Bag Pouch 

Easy access bag 
pouch

single strap allows 
user to swing bag to 
front for easy access

water resistant 
zipper



Integrated Hood 

Water resistant 
zipper 

Seamless Hood  Storage in collar 
Hood tucks away when not in use

Integrated hood



Testing Successful            

Prototype Feasibility Testing 



Branding 

Core Logo

Symbol

Pronunciation/ 
Secondary Logo



Branding 




